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Nonlocal elliptic problems with nonlinear argument
transformations near the points of conjugation
Pavel Gurevich∗
Abstract
We consider elliptic equations of order 2m in a domain G ⊂ Rn with nonlocal conditions
that connect the values of the unknown function and its derivatives on (n − 1)-dimensional
submanifolds Υi (where
⋃
iΥi = ∂G) with the values on ωis(Υi) ⊂ G. Nonlocal elliptic
problems in dihedral angles arise as model problems near the conjugation points g ∈ Υi ∩
Υj 6= ∅, i 6= j. We study the case where the transformations ωis correspond to nonlinear
transformations in the model problems. It is proved that the operator of the problem remains
Fredholm and its index does not change as we pass from linear argument transformations to
nonlinear ones.
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Introduction
The first mathematicians who studied ordinary differential equations with nonlocal conditions were
Sommerfeld [1], Tamarkin [2], Picone [3]. In 1932, Carleman [4] considered the problem of finding
a holomorphic function in a bounded domain G, satisfying the following condition: the value of
the unknown function at each point x of the boundary is connected with the value at ω(x), where
ω
(
ω(x)
)
= x, ω(∂G) = ∂G. Such a statement of the problem originated further investigations of
∗This research was supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant No 03-01-06523), Russian
Ministry for Education (grant No E02-1.0-131), and INTAS (grant YSF 2002-008).
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nonlocal elliptic problems with the shifts mapping the boundary onto itself. In 1969, Bitsadze and
Samarskii [5] considered essentially different type of nonlocal problems. They studied the Laplace
equation in a bounded domain G with the boundary-value condition connecting the values of the
unknown function on a manifold Υ1 ⊂ ∂G with the values on some manifold inside G; on the set
∂G \ Υ1 the Dirichlet condition was imposed. In a general case, such a problem was formulated
as an unsolved one.
The most difficult situation in the theory of nonlocal problems is that where the support of
nonlocal terms intersects with the boundary of domain. We consider the following example. Let
G ⊂ Rn (n ≥ 2) be a bounded domain with the boundary ∂G = Υ1 ∪ Υ2 ∪ K1, where Υi are
smooth open (in the topology of ∂G) (n − 1)-dimensional C∞-manifolds, K1 = Υ¯1 ∩ Υ¯2 is an
(n− 2)-dimensional connected C∞-manifold without a boundary. (If n = 2, then K1 = {g1, g2},
where g1, g2 are the ends of the curves Υ¯1, Υ¯2.) Suppose that, in a neighborhood of each point
g ∈ K1, the domain G is diffeomorphic to some n-dimensional dihedral angle (plain angle if n = 2).
In the domain G, we consider the nonlocal problem
∆u = f0(y) (y ∈ G), (0.1)
u|Υi − biu
(
ωi(y)
)
|Υi = 0 (i = 1, 2). (0.2)
Here b1, b2 ∈ R; ωi is an infinitely differentiable transformation mapping some neighborhood Oi
of the manifold Υi onto the set ω(Oi) so that ωi(Υi) ⊂ G, ωi(Υi) ∩ ∂G 6= ∅, see figures 0.1.a
and 0.1.b.
a) b)
Figure 0.1: The domain G with the boundary ∂G = Υ¯1 ∪ Υ¯2 for n = 2.
Problems of type (0.1), (0.2) were considered by many mathematicians (see [6, 7, 8] and
others). The most complete theory for such problems is developed by Skubachevskii and his
pupils [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In particular, Fredholm solvability of higher-order elliptic equations
with general nonlocal conditions is proved, asymptotics for solutions near the points of conjugation
of nonlocal conditions is established, smoothness of solutions is studied. It is shown [15] that the
index of nonlocal problem is equal to the index of the corresponding local one if the support of
nonlocal terms does not intersect with the points of conjugation (see Fig. 0.1.a with g1 and g2
being the points of conjugation). Otherwise (see Fig. 0.1.b), this is not true.
Properties of nonlocal problems in bounded domains are essentially determined by properties
of model nonlocal problems in dihedral (plain if n = 2) angles Ω = {x = (y, z) ∈ Rn : b′ < ϕ <
2
b′′, z ∈ Rn−2} corresponding to the points of conjugation of nonlocal conditions ((ϕ, r) are polar
coordinates of y). Until now [9, 10, 11], it was studied the case where the transformations ωis
corresponded to linear transformations (i.e., compositions of rotation and expansion in y-plane)
in model problems. However, such a restriction is quite unnatural in applications. Let us explain
this on examples. Problem of type (0.1), (0.2) is a mathematical model for some plasma process
in a bounded domain [16]. Nonlocal conditions connect the plasma temperature on the boundary
of the domain with the temperature inside the domain and at other points of the boundary.
Another important application arises in the theory of diffusion processes. Such processes
describe, for example, the Brownian motion of a particle in the membrane G ⊂ Rn. It is known [17,
18, 19] that every diffusion process generates some Feller semigroup. By virtue of the Hille–Iosida
theorem, the investigation of this semigroup may be reduced to the study of an elliptic operator
with boundary-value conditions containing an integral over G¯ with respect to a non-negative Borel
measure [20]. In the most difficult case where the measure is atomic, nonlocal conditions assume
the form (0.2). Their probabilistic sense is as follows: once the particle gets to a point y ∈ Υi, it
either jumps to the point ωi(y) with probability bi (0 ≤ bi ≤ 1) or “dies” with probability 1−bi (in
this case, the process terminates). In general, both in the plasma theory and theory of diffusion
processes, nonlinear argument transformations appear.
Let us mention one more application of nonlocal problems. In the monograph [21], it is
shown that in some cases a boundary-value problem for elliptic differential-difference equation (in
particular, arising in modern aircraft technology and modelling sandwich shells and plates [22, 21])
can be reduced to an elliptic equation with nonlocal conditions on shifts of the boundary. Thus,
we again obtain nonlinear transformations. (These transformations are linear only if the boundary
of domain coincides, on certain sets, with (n− 1)-dimensional hyperplanes.)
Other applications and references to papers devoted to nonlocal problems can be found in [21].
In this paper, we consider an elliptic 2m-order equation in a domain G ⊂ Rn with nonlocal con-
ditions connecting the values of the unknown function and its derivatives on (n− 1)-dimensional
manifolds Υi (where
⋃
i
Υ¯i = ∂G) with the values on ωis(Υi) ⊂ G. As we mentioned before, the
essential difficulties arise in the case where the support of nonlocal terms
⋃
i, s
ωis(Υi) intersects with
the boundary of domain. In this situation, the generalized solutions may have power singularities
near some set [9]. (For example, in case of problem (0.1), (0.2), these singularities may appear
near the points g1 and g2.) Therefore, it is natural to consider such problems in weighted spaces.
This allows one to investigate higher-order elliptic equations with general nonlocal conditions. We
study the case where the transformations ωis correspond to nonlinear transformations in model
problems. It turns out that the problem with nonlinear transformation is neither a small nor com-
pact perturbation of the corresponding local problem. Nevertheless, we show that, when passing
from linear transformations to nonlinear ones, the operator of the problem remains Fredholm and
its index does not change.
Notice that a more general structure of the conjugation points and nonlocal terms for second-
order elliptic equations with nonlocal perturbations of the Dirichlet problem was considered in [8].
This also justifies the importance of nonlinear transformations ωis. From our point of view, the
advantage of the approach suggested is that it allows us to study 2m-order elliptic equations with
general boundary-value conditions, nonlocal perturbations of which may be arbitrary large. On
the other hand, this approach also allows us to investigate the asymptotic behavior of solutions
near the conjugation points [9, 14].
Our paper is organized as follows. In § 1, we consider the statement of the problem and
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discuss the conditions imposed on the argument transformations in nonlocal terms. Ibidem, we
introduce basic functional spaces (Sobolev spaces with a weight) and obtain model problems
in dihedral and plain angles. In § 2, we give an example of nonlocal problem with nonlinear
argument transformation and show that the operator corresponding to this problem is neither
a small nor compact perturbation of the operator corresponding to the problem with linearized
transformations. In § 3, we study some properties of nonlinear transformations near the points of
conjugation of nonlocal conditions and prove a number of lemmas which are used in § 4 for getting
a priori estimates of solutions. In § 5, we construct a right regularizer, which, being combined
with the a priori estimate, guarantees the Fredholm solvability of the nonlocal problem. Finally,
in § 6, we show that the index of the problem with nonlinear argument transformations is equal to
that of the problem with the transformations linearized near the points of conjugation of nonlocal
conditions.
1 Statement of the problem in a bounded domain
1. Let G ⊂ Rn (n ≥ 2) be a bounded domain with the boundary ∂G =
N0⋃
i=1
Υ¯i, where Υi are
smooth open (in the topology of ∂G) (n − 1)-dimensional C∞-manifolds. We assume that, in a
neighborhood of each point g ∈ ∂G \
N0⋃
i=1
Υi, the domain G is diffeomorphic to some n-dimensional
dihedral (plain if n = 2) angle Ω = {x = (y, z) ∈ Rn : 0 < b′ < ϕ < b′′ < 2pi, z ∈ Rn−2}, where
(ϕ, r) are polar coordinates of y.
We denote by P(x, D) and Biµs(x, D) differential operators of order 2m and miµ respectively
with complex-valued C∞-coefficients (i = 1, . . . , N0; µ = 1, . . . , m; s = 0, . . . , Si). Let
the operators P(x, D) and Biµ0(x, D) satisfy the following conditions (see, for example, [23,
Chapter 2, § 1]).
Condition 1.1. For all x ∈ G¯, the operator P(x, D) is properly elliptic.
Condition 1.2. For all i = 1, . . . , N0 and x ∈ Υ¯i, the system {Biµ0(x, D)}
m
µ=1 covers the
operator P(x, D).
Let ωis (i = 1, . . . , N0; s = 1, . . . , Si) be an infinitely differentiable transformation mapping
some neighborhood Oi of the manifold Υi onto the manifold ωis(Oi) so that ωis(Υi) ⊂ G. We
assume that the set
K =
{⋃
i
(Υ¯i \Υi)
}
∪
{⋃
i, s
ωis(Υ¯i \Υi)
}
∪
{⋃
j, p
⋃
i, s
ωjp(ωis(Υ¯i \Υi) ∩Υj)
}
can be represented in the form K =
3⋃
j=1
Kj , where
K1 =
N1⋃
p=1
K1p = ∂G \
N0⋃
i=1
Υi, K2 =
N2⋃
p=1
K2p ⊂
N0⋃
i=1
Υi, K3 =
N3⋃
p=1
K3p ⊂ G. (1.1)
Here Kjp are disjoint (n− 2)-dimensional connected C
∞-manifolds without a boundary (points if
n = 2).
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We consider the nonlocal boundary-value problem
P(x, D)u = f0(x) (x ∈ G), (1.2)
Biµ(x, D)u ≡
Si∑
s=0
(Biµs(x, D)u)(ωis(x))|Υi = giµ(x)
(x ∈ Υi; i = 1, . . . , N0; µ = 1, . . . , m),
(1.3)
where (Biµs(x, D)u)(ωis(x)) = Biµs(x
′, Dx′)u(x′)|x′=ωis(x), ωi0(x) ≡ x.
Example 1.1. Let us consider problem (0.1), (0.2) in two-dimensional case, with the trans-
formations ωi corresponding to Fig. 1.1. Then we have K1 = {g1, g2}, K2 = {ω1(g2)},
Figure 1.1: The domain G with the boundary ∂G = Υ¯1 ∪ Υ¯2, n = 2.
K3 =
{
ω2(g2), ω1
(
ω1(g2)
)}
.
In [9], it is shown that the solutions for problem (1.2), (1.3) may have power singularities near
the points of the set K1. Therefore, it is natural to consider problem (1.2), (1.3) in weighted
spaces. We introduce the space H lb(Q) as a completions of the set C
∞
0 (Q¯ \M) with respect to the
norm
‖u‖Hlb(Q) =
∑
|α|≤l
∫
Q
ρ2(b−l+|α|)|Dαu|2dx
1/2 .
Here Q is the domain G, angle Ω, or Rn; M = K1 if Q = G and M = {x = (y, z) ∈ R
n : y =
0, z ∈ Rn−2} if Q = Ω or Q = Rn; C∞0 (Q¯ \M) is the set of infinitely differentiable functions with
compact supports being subsets of Q¯ \M ; l ≥ 0 is an integer; b ∈ R; ρ = ρ(x) ∈ C∞(Rn \K1) is a
function1 satisfying c1dist(x, K1) ≤ ρ(x) ≤ c2dist(x, K1) (x ∈ G, c1, c2 > 0, dist(x, K1) denotes
1The existence of the function ρ(x) follows from Theorem 2 [24, Chapter 6, § 2].
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the distance from x to K1) if Q = G and ρ(x) = |y| if Q = Ω or Q = R
n. For l ≥ 1, we denote by
H
l−1/2
b (Υ) the space of traces on a smooth (n− 1)-dimensional manifold Υ ⊂ Q¯ with the norm
‖ψ‖
H
l−1/2
b (Υ)
= inf ‖u‖Hlb(Q) (u ∈ H
l
b(Q) : u|Υ = ψ).
We assume that l+2m−miµ−1 ≥ 0 for all i, µ and introduce the following bounded operator
corresponding to nonlocal problem (1.2), (1.3):
L = {P(x, D), Biµ(x, D)} : H
l+2m
b (G)→ H
l
b(G, Υ) = H
l
b(G)×
N0∏
i=1
m∏
µ=1
H
l+2m−miµ−1/2
b (Υi).
From now on (unless the contrary is specified), we suppose that b > l + 2m− 1.
Let us explain the restriction on the exponent b. Suppose that the transformation ωis takes a
point g ∈ Υ¯i ∩ K1 to the point ωis(g) so that ωis(g) ∈ K2 or ωis(g) ∈ K3. Since the function u(x)
belongs to the Sobolev space W l+2m2 near the point ωis(g), the function u(ωis(x)) belongs to the
Sobolev space W l+2m2 near the point g. However, if b ≤ l+2m−1, the function u(ωis(x)) does not
belong (in general) to the weighted space H l+2mb . Therefore, the trace (Biµs(x, D)u)(ωis(x))|Υi
may not belong to the weighted space H
l+2m−miµ−1/2
b (Υi), so the operator L is not well defined.
But if b > l + 2m − 1, then, by virtue of Lemma 5.2 [12], W l+2m2 (G) ⊂ H
l+2m
b (G). Thus, in this
case, the operator L is well defined.
Notice that, in two-dimensional case, problem (1.2), (1.3) can be considered in weighted spaces
with arbitrary exponent b (see [9]). To this end, one should impose some consistency conditions
(generated by the transformations ωis); namely, one must assume that the solutions u as well as
the right-hand side {f0, giµ} belong to the corresponding weighted spaces not only near the set
K1 but also near K2 and K3. One the one hand, this situation is in detail considered in [9] (where
the problems with transformations linear near K1 are studied). On the other hand, the changes
described have nothing to do with the transformations ωis near K1. So, in two-dimensional case,
we will omit the proofs of corresponding results concerning arbitrary values of b (see the end
of § 5).
2. Now we consider the structure of the transformations ωis near the set K1 in more detail.
We denote by ω+1is the transformation ωis : Oi → ωis(Oi) and by ω
−1
is : ωis(Oi)→ Oi the transfor-
mation being inverse to ωis. Consider a point g ∈ K1. The set of all points ω
±1
ipsp
(. . . ω±1i1s1(g)) ∈ K1
(1 ≤ sj ≤ Sij , j = 1, . . . , p) (that is, points which can be obtained by consecutive applying to
the point g the transformations ω+1ijsj or ω
−1
ijsj
taking the points from K1 to those from K1) is called
an orbit of g ∈ K1 and denoted by Orb(g).
We introduce the set Si1 = {0 ≤ s ≤ Si : ωis(Υ¯i) ∩ K1 6= ∅}. Evidently, 0 ∈ Si1. Let the
following conditions hold.
Condition 1.3. For each g ∈ K1
(a) the set Orb(g) consists of finitely many points gj (j = 1, . . . , N = N(g));
(b) for the points gj, there are neighborhoods
Vˆ(gj) ⊂ V(gj) ⊂ Rn \
{⋃
i, s
ωis(Υ¯i) ∪ K2 ∪ K3
}
(s /∈ Si1)
such that (I) V(gj) ∩ V(gk) = ∅ (j 6= k) and (II) if gj ∈ Υ¯i and ωis(g
j) = gk, then V(gj) ⊂ Oi
and ωis(Vˆ(g
j)) ⊂ V(gk).
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Condition 1.4. For each g ∈ K1 and j = 1, . . . , N(g), there is a non-degenerate smooth
transformation x 7→ x′(g, j) mapping V(gj) (Vˆ(gj)) onto a neighborhood of the origin Vj(0)
(Vˆj(0)) so that
(a) the images of the sets G ∩ V(gj) (G ∩ Vˆ(gj)) and Υi ∩ V(g
j) (Υi ∩ Vˆ(g
j)) are respectively the
intersection of the dihedral angle Ωj = {x = (y, z) ∈ R
n : 0 < b′j < ϕ < b
′′
j < 2pi, z ∈ R
n−2} with
Vj(0) (Vˆj(0)) and the intersection of the side of the angle Ωj with Vj(0) (Vˆj(0));
(b) for x ∈ Vˆ(gj), the transformation ωis(x) (s ∈ Si1 \ {0}) in new coordinates has the form
(y′, z′) 7→ (ω′is(y
′, z′), z′), where ω′is(y
′, z′) = G ′isy
′+o(|x′|) with G ′is being the operator of rotation
by an angle ϕ′is and expansion χ
′
is > 0 times in y
′-plane; moreover, we assume that ω′is(0, z) ≡ 0;
(c) in new coordinates, the operator G ′is maps the side of the corresponding angle Ωj (j = j(i))
onto an (n− 1)-dimensional half-plane being strictly inside an angle Ωk (k = k(i, s) and j can be
different).
Conditions 1.3 and 1.4 are analogous to those in [9, 11], where the transformations linear near
K1 (and arbitrary outside a neighborhood of K1) are studied.
Condition 1.3 (a) is in a sense analogous to Carleman’s condition [4], which is used in the
theory of nonlocal problems with transformations mapping the boundary of domain onto itself.
Condition 1.4, in particular, means that if g ∈ ωis(Υ¯i \ Υi) ∩ Υ¯j ∩ K1 6= ∅, then the surfaces
ωis(Υ¯i) and Υ¯j have different tangent planes at the point g. The requirement that ω
′
is(0, z) ≡ 0
is necessary for representation (1.1) to be possible. If ωis(Υ¯i \ Υi) ⊂ G¯ \ K1, then, like in [9, 11],
we have no restrictions on a geometrical structure of ωis(Υ¯i) near ∂G.
Remark 1.1. One can consider the more general case where, for x ∈ Vˆ(gj), the transformation
ωis(x) (s ∈ Si1 \ {0}) in new coordinates has the form (y
′, z′) 7→ (ω′is(y
′, z′), ω′′is(y
′, z′)), where
ω′is(y
′, z′) is the same as before, ω′′is(y
′, z′) = z′+o(|x′|), ω′′is(0, z
′) ≡ z′ (the latter guarantees that
item (a) in Condition 1.3 holds). However, for simplicity, we study the transformations described
in Condition 1.4.
3. Let us write model problems corresponding to the points of K1.
We fix a point g ∈ K1. Let supp u ⊂
(
N(g)⋃
j=1
Vˆ(gj)
)
∩ G¯. We denote the function u(x) for
x ∈ V(gj) ∩ G by uj(x). If g
j ∈ Υ¯i, x ∈ Vˆ(g
j), ωis(x) ∈ V(g
k), then we denote u(ωis(x)) by
uk(ωis(x)). Clearly, u(ωi0(x)) ≡ u(x) ≡ uj(x). Now nonlocal problem (1.2), (1.3) assumes the
form
P(x, D)uj = f0(x) (x ∈ Vˆ(g
j) ∩G),∑
s∈Si1
(Biµs(x, D)uk)(ωis(x))|Υi = giµ(x)
(x ∈ Vˆ(gj) ∩Υi; i ∈ {1 ≤ i ≤ N0 : Vˆ(g
j) ∩Υi 6= ∅};
j = 1, . . . , N = N(g); µ = 1, . . . , m).
By virtue of Condition 1.4, in new coordinates the linear part G ′is of the transformation ω
′
is
maps one of the sides of Ωj (j = j(i)) onto an (n− 1)-dimensional half-plane being strictly inside
Ωk (k = k(i, s) and j can be different). We denote all these (n − 1)-dimensional half-planes by
Γk2, . . . , Γk,Rk ⊂ Ωk. (If none of the sides of the angles Ω1, . . . , ΩN is mapped inside Ωk, we put
Rk = 1.) We also denote bk1 = b
′
k, bk,Rk+1 = b
′′
k. Then the sets
Γkσ = {x = (y, z) ∈ R
n : ϕ = bkσ, z ∈ R
n−2} (σ = 1, Rk + 1)
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are the sides of Ωk, while the half-planes Γkq have the forms
Γkq = {x = (y, z) ∈ R
n : ϕ = bkq, z ∈ R
n−2} (q = 2, . . . , Rk),
where 0 < bk1 < · · · < bk,Rk+1 < 2pi.
Let us introduce the function Uj(x
′) = uj(x(x′)) and denote x′ again by x. Then, by virtue of
Conditions 1.3 and 1.4, problem (1.2), (1.3) eventually assumes the form
Pj(x, Dy, Dz)Uj = fj(x) (x ∈ Ωj), (1.4)
Bjσµ(x, Dy, Dz)U ≡ Bjσµ(x, Dy, Dz)Uj|Γjσ+
+
∑
k, q, s
(Bjσµkqs(x, Dy, Dz)Uk)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ = gjσµ(x) (x ∈ Γjσ). (1.5)
Here (and further, until the contrary is indicated) j, k = 1, . . . , N ; σ = 1, Rj+1; q = 2, . . . , Rk;
µ = 1, . . . , m; s = 1, . . . , Sjσkq; Pj(x, Dy, Dz), Bjσµ(x, Dy, Dz), and Bjσµkqs(x, Dy, Dz) are
operators of order 2m, mjσµ, and mjσµ respectively with variable C
∞-coefficients; ω′jσkqs(y, z) =
Gjσkqsy+o(|x|) with Gjσkqs being the operator of rotation by an angle ϕjσkq and expansion χjσkqs > 0
times in y-plane; furthermore, ω′jσkqs(0, z) ≡ 0, bk1 < bjσ + ϕjσkq = bkq < bk,Rk+1.
Let us define the spaces of vector-functions:
H l+2m,Nb (Ω) =
∏
j
H l+2mb (Ωj), H
l,N
b (Ω, Γ) =
∏
j
Hlb(Ωj , Γj),
Hlb(Ωj, Γj) = H
l
b(Ωj)×
∏
σ, µ
H
l+2m−mjσµ−1/2
b (Γjσ).
We introduce the bounded operators
Lω = {Pj(Dy, Dz), B
ω
jσµ(Dy, Dz)} : H
l+2m,N
b (Ω)→H
l, N
b (Ω, Γ),
LG = {Pj(Dy, Dz), B
G
jσµ(Dy, Dz)} : H
l+2m,N
b (Ω)→H
l,N
b (Ω, Γ).
Here2
Bωjσµ(Dy, Dz)U = Bjσµ(Dy, Dz)Uj |Γjσ +
∑
k, q, s
(Bjσµkqs(Dy, Dz)Uk)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ ,
BGjσµ(Dy, Dz)U = Bjσµ(Dy, Dz)Uj|Γjσ +
∑
k, q, s
(Bjσµkqs(Dy, Dz)Uk)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ
with Pj(Dy, Dz), Bjσµ(Dy, Dz), and Bjσµkqs(Dy, Dz) being the principal homogeneous parts of
the operators Pj(0, Dy, Dz), Bjσµ(0, Dy, Dz), and Bjσµkqs(0, Dy, Dz) respectively.
In what follows, we will write, for short, Pj , Bjσµ, Bjσµkqs, B
ω
jσµ, and B
G
jσµ instead of Pj(Dy, Dz),
Bjσµ(Dy, Dz), Bjσµkqs(Dy, Dz), B
ω
jσµ(Dy, Dz), and B
G
jσµ(Dy, Dz) respectively.
Notice that the operator Bωjσµ contains nonlocal terms with nonlinear transformations ω
′
jσkqs
while the operator BGjσµ with linear ones Gjσkqs. Thus, the operators L
ω and LG correspond to
model problems with nonlinear and linearized transformations respectively.
2In what follows, we consider functions Uk with compact supports concentrated in a neighborhood of the origin
and such that (ω′jσkqs(y, z), z) ∈ Ωk for x ∈ suppUk. This guarantees that the operators B
ω
jσµ(Dy, Dz) are well
defined.
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As we mentioned before, the problem with transformations linear near K1 was studied in [9,
10, 11]. In particular, its Fredholm solvability was investigates. In § 2 of the present paper, we will
show that the operator Lω is neither a small nor compact perturbation of LG even if the functions
U with arbitrary small supports are considered. That is why, to prove the Fredholm solvability
of problem (1.2), (1.3) with nonlinear transformations, we have to obtain anew a priori estimates
and construct a right regularizer (see §§ 4, 5).
4. Obtaining a priori estimates and constructing the right regularizer for problem (1.2), (1.3)
will be based on the invertibility of the model operators LG . Let us formulate the conditions
under which the operator LG is an isomorphism. If n ≥ 3, then, parallel to the operator in
dihedral angles, we consider a model operator with parameter θ in plain angles. For any angle
K = {y ∈ R2 : 0 < b′ < ϕ < b′′ < 2pi}, we introduce the space Elb(K) as a completion of
C∞0 (K¯ \ {0}) with respect to the norm
‖u‖Elb(K) =
∑
|α|≤l
∫
K
|y|2b(|y|2(|α|−l) + 1)|Dαy u(y)|
2dy
1/2 .
For l ≥ 1, we denote by E
l−1/2
b (γ) the space of traces on a ray γ ⊂ K¯ with the norm
‖ψ‖
E
l−1/2
b (γ)
= inf ‖u‖Elb(K) (u ∈ E
l
b(K) : u|γ = ψ).
One can find the constructive definitions of the trace spaces H
l−1/2
b (Υ) and E
l−1/2
b (γ), equivalent
to the above, in [25, § 1].
We introduce the spaces of vector-functions
El+2m,Nb (K) =
∏
j
El+2mb (Kj), E
l,N
b (K, γ) =
∏
j
E lb(Kj , γj),
E lb(Kj , γj) = E
l
b(Kj)×
∏
σ, µ
E
l+2m−mjσµ−1/2
b (γjσ),
where Kj = {y ∈ R
2 : bj1 < ϕ < bj,Rj+1}, γjσ = {y ∈ R
2 : ϕ = bjσ}.
We consider the bounded operator
LG(θ) = {Pj(Dy, θ), BGjσµ(Dy, θ)} : E
l+2m,N
b (K)→ E
l,N
b (K, γ),
where θ is an arbitrary point of the unit sphere Sn−3 = {θ ∈ Rn−2 : |θ| = 1}.
5. Let us write the operators Pj(Dy, 0), Bjσµ(Dy, 0), Bjσµkqs(Dy, 0) in polar coordinates:
Pj(Dy, 0) = r
−2mP˜j(ϕ, Dϕ, rDr), Bjσµ(Dy, 0) = r−mjσµB˜jσµ(ϕ, Dϕ, rDr), Bjσµkqs(Dy, 0) =
r−mjσµB˜jσµkqs(ϕ, Dϕ, rDr), where Dϕ = −i ∂∂ϕ, Dr = −i
∂
∂r
. We consider the analytic operator-
valued function L˜(λ) : W l+2m,N2 (b1, b2)→W
l,N
2 [b1, b2] given by
L˜G(λ)U˜ = {P˜j(ϕ, Dϕ, λ)U˜j , B˜jσµ(ϕ, Dϕ, λ)U˜j(ϕ)|ϕ=bjσ+
+
∑
k, q, s
e(iλ−mjσµ) lnχjσkqsB˜jσµkqs(ϕ, Dϕ, λ)U˜k(ϕ+ ϕjσkqs)|ϕ=bjσ},
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where
W l+2m,N2 (b1, b2) =
∏
j
W l+2m2 (bj1, bj,Rj+1), W
l,N
2 [b1, b2] =
∏
j
W l2[bj1, bj,Rj+1],
W l2[bj1, bj,Rj+1] =W
l
2(bj1, bj,Rj+1)× C
2m.
By virtue of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 [10], there exists a finite-meromorphic operator-valued function
(L˜G)−1(λ) such that (L˜G)−1(λ) is the inverse to L˜G(λ) if λ is not a pole of (L˜G)−1(λ); furthermore,
for every pole λ0, there is a δ > 0 such that the set {λ ∈ C : 0 < |Imλ− Imλ0| < δ} contains no
poles of (L˜G)−1(λ).
If n = 2, then, by Theorem 2.1 [10], the operator LG is an isomorphism if and only if the line
Imλ = b+ 1− l − 2m contains no poles of (L˜G)−1(λ).
Suppose that n ≥ 3 and assume that the system {Bjσµ(Dy, Dz)}
m
µ=1 is normal on Γjσ and
the orders mjσµ of the operators Bjσµ(Dy, Dz), Bjσµkqs(Dy, Dz) are less or equal to 2m − 1. In
this case, by virtue of Theorem 9.1 [13], the operator LG(θ) is Fredholm if and only if the line
Imλ = b + 1 − l − 2m contains no poles of (L˜G)−1(λ). By Theorem 3.3 [10], if, in addition,
dim ker (LG(θ)) = codimR(LG(θ)) = 0 for b replaced by b − l, l replaced by 0, and all θ ∈ Sn−3,
then the operator
LG = {Pj(Dy, Dz), BGjσµ(Dy, Dz)} : H
l+2m,N
b (Ω)→ H
l,N
b (Ω, Γ)
is an isomorphism (see the corresponding example in [13, § 10]). Notice that if LG is not an
isomorphism, then LG(θ) is not Fredholm (see Theorem 9.3 [13]).
Since the operators Lω, LG, LG(θ), and L˜G(λ) corresponding to problem (1.4), (1.5) depend
on the choice of g ∈ K1, we denote them by L
ω
g , L
G
g , L
G
g (θ), and L˜
G
g (λ) respectively.
2 Example of nonlocal problem with nonlinear argument
transformations
In this section, we show on a simple example that a problem with a transformation nonlinear in a
neighborhood of K1 is neither a small nor compact perturbation of the problem with the linearized
transformation.
1. Let us assume for simplicity that problem (1.2), (1.3) is considered in a plain domain. Let
the model problem (1.4), (1.5) corresponding to some point of K1 have the form
△u = f(y) (y ∈ K),
u|γ1 + u(ω
′(y))|γ1 = g1(y) (y ∈ γ1),
u|γ2 = g2(y) (y ∈ γ2).
Here K = {y ∈ R2 : r > 0, |ϕ| < pi/2} is a plain angle (of opening pi) with the sides γi = {y ∈
R2 : r > 0, ϕ = (−1)ipi/2} (i = 1, 2). We suppose that ω′(y) = µ(Gy), where G is the operator
of rotation by the angle pi/2 mapping γ1 onto a ray γ = {y ∈ R
2 : r > 0, ϕ = 0};
µ : (y1, y2) 7→
(
y1√
1 + y21
, y2 +
y21√
1 + y21
)
is an infinitely differentiable transformation mapping γ onto the curve µ(γ), which is tangent to
γ at the origin (see Fig. 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: The angle K of opening pi.
The operators Lω, LG : H l+2b (K)→ H
l
b(K)×
2∏
i=1
H
l+3/2
b (γi) corresponding to the model prob-
lems with nonlinear and linearized transformations have the form
Lωu = {△u, u|γ1 + u(ω
′(y))|γ1, u|γ2},
LGu = {△u, u|γ1 + u(Gy)|γ1, u|γ2}.
Clearly, a non-zero component of the difference LGu− Lωu is
u(Gy)|γ1 − u(ω
′(y))|γ1 = u(y)|γ − u(µ(y))|γ.
We introduce the operator Aε : H
l+2
b (K) → H
l+3/2
b (γ) with the domain D(Aε) = {u ∈
H l+2b (K) : supp u ⊂ {r < ε} ∩ K¯} given by
Aεu(y) = u(y)|γ − u(µ(y))|γ.
In this example, we prove that one cannot make the operator Aε small or compact, choosing
sufficiently small ε. For simplicity, we show this in the case where Aε acts from H
1
b (K) to H
1/2
b (γ).
The general case can be considered in the same way. We shall construct a sequence uε ∈ D(Aε),
ε→ 0, such that
‖uε|γ − uε(µ(·))|γ‖H1/2b (γ)
≥ c‖uε‖H1b (K),
where c > 0 is independent of ε.
Let us write the restriction of µ on γ in polar coordinates (ϕ, r):
µ|γ : (0, r) 7→ (Φ(r), r),
where Φ(r) = arctan r. Clearly, Φ(0) = 0, Φ(1) = pi/4, 1√
2
≤ Φ
r
, dΦ
dr
≤ 1 on [0, 1].
Let us consider the transformation
µ˜ : (ϕ, r) 7→ (ϕ+ Φ(r), r).
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One can see that u(µ(y))|γ = u(µ˜(y))|γ since µ|γ = µ˜|γ. Therefore, without loss of generality, we
may assume that the transformation µ is given by
µ : (ϕ, r) 7→ (ϕ+ Φ(r), r).
Notice that the norm of any function u ∈ H1b (K) written in polar coordinates is equivalent to∑
|α|≤1
∞∫
0
pi/2∫
−pi/2
r2b−1|(rDr)α1Dα2ϕ u(ϕ, r)|
2 dϕdr

1/2
.
Set r = e−t; then, in new coordinates, the transformation µ assumes the form
µ : (ϕ, t) 7→ (ϕ+ Φ(e−t), t).
Putting v(ϕ, t) = u(ϕ, e−t), we see that the norm ‖u‖H1b (K) is equivalent to the norm
‖v‖W 1
2,b(Q)
=
∑
|α|≤1
∞∫
−∞
pi/2∫
−pi/2
e−2bt|Dα1t D
α2
ϕ v(ϕ, t)|
2 dϕdt

1/2
, (2.1)
where Q = {t ∈ R, |ϕ| < pi/2} and W 12,b(Q) is the space with norm (2.1). Evidently, W
1
2,0(Q)
coincides with the Sobolev space W 12 (Q).
Since the norms ‖v‖W 1
2,b(Q)
and ‖e−btv‖W 1
2
(Q) are equivalent, it suffices to study the case where
b = 0. In what follows, we consider functions v(ϕ, t) with the support being a subset of the strip
{|ϕ| < pi/2}. Putting v = 0 for |ϕ| ≥ pi/2, we obtain ‖v‖W 1
2
(Q) = ‖v‖W 1
2
(R2).
Thus, our task is reduced to constructing a sequence vs ∈ W
1
2 (R
2) such that supp vs ⊂ {t >
2s, |ϕ| < pi/2} and
‖vs(0, t)− vs(Φ(e
−t), t)‖
W
1/2
2
(R)
≥ c‖vs‖W 1
2
(R2),
where c > 0 is independent of s.
To this end, we pass from variables (ϕ, t) to (ϕ, τ): we introduce the sets
Qs =
{
|θ| ≤
pi
2
, 2s ≤ τ ≤ 2s+ 1
}
, s = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
and put
ϕ = F (θ, τ), t = τ. (2.2)
Here F (θ, τ) = θe2sΦ(e−τ ) for (θ, τ) ∈ Qs, s = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and F (θ, τ) is extended onto
R2 \
∞⋃
s=0
Qs so that the transformation (2.2) remains continuously differentiable with the Jacobian
∂F
∂θ
such that
0 < c1 ≤
∣∣∣∣∂F∂θ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ c2 on R2. (2.3)
Such an extension does exist: indeed,
∂F
∂θ
= e2sΦ(e−τ ),
∂F
∂τ
= −θe−τ+2s
dΦ
dr
∣∣∣
r=e−τ
, (θ, τ) ∈ Qs;
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therefore (by virtue of the above properties of Φ), in
∞⋃
s=0
Qs the function F (θ, τ) is continuously
differentiable with respect to θ and τ and inequalities (2.3) hold.
One easily sees that, under change of variables (2.2), the segment Qs ∩ {θ = 0} is an image of
the corresponding segment of the line {ϕ = 0}. Furthermore, the transformation µ on Qs has the
form
µ : (θ, τ) 7→ (θ + e−2s, τ), (θ, τ) ∈ Qs. (2.4)
We consider functions f, g ∈ C∞(R) such that supp f ⊂ {|θ| < pi
2
}, f(0) 6= f(1), supp g ⊂
{0 < τ < 1}, g(τ) 6≡ 0 and define the sequence ws(θ, τ) = fs(θ)gs(τ), where
fs(θ) = f(θe
2s), gs(τ) = g((τ − 2s)e
2s), s = 0, 1, 2, . . .
Clearly, suppws ⊂ Qs (see Fig. 2.2).
Figure 2.2: The supports of ws are contained in the hatched domains.
We have
‖ws‖
2
W 1
2
(R2) = ‖fs‖
2
L2(R)‖gs‖
2
L2(R) +
∥∥∥∥dfsdθ
∥∥∥∥2
L2(R)
‖gs‖
2
L2(R) + ‖fs‖
2
L2(R)
∥∥∥∥dgsdτ
∥∥∥∥2
L2(R)
=
= e−4s‖f‖2L2(R)‖g‖
2
L2(R)
+
∥∥∥∥dfdθ
∥∥∥∥2
L2(R)
‖g‖2L2(R) + ‖f‖
2
L2(R)
∥∥∥∥dgdτ
∥∥∥∥2
L2(R)
. (2.5)
Analogously, using the fact that the norm in W
1/2
2 (R) is given by
‖g‖
W
1/2
2
(R)
=
‖g‖2L2(R) +
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
|g(τ1)− g(τ2)|
2
|τ1 − τ2|2
dτ1dτ2
1/2
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(see [26]) and the form (2.4) of the transformation µ in coordinates (θ, τ), we get
‖ws|θ=0 − ws(µ(·))|θ=0‖
2
W
1/2
2
(R)
= |fs(0)− fs(e
−2s)|2‖gs‖2W 1/2
2
(R)
≥
≥ |f(0)− f(1)|2
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
|g(τ1)− g(τ2)|
2
|τ1 − τ2|2
dτ1dτ2. (2.6)
From (2.5) and (2.6), it follows that
‖ws|θ=0 − ws(µ(·))|θ=0‖
2
W
1/2
2
(R)
≥ c‖ws‖
2
W 1
2
(R2).
2. Using the sequence ws, one can easily show that, for any ε, the operator Aε is not compact.
Indeed, the sequence ws is bounded in W
1
2 (R
2). However, one cannot choose from ws|θ=0 −
ws(µ(·))|θ=0 a subsequence convergent in W
1/2
2 (R), since, according to (2.6), for all natural s 6= h
the expression
‖[ws|θ=0 − ws(µ(·))|θ=0]− [wh|θ=0 − wh(µ(·))|θ=0]‖W 1/2
2
(R)
=
= ‖ws|θ=0 − ws(µ(·))|θ=0‖W 1/2
2
(R)
+ ‖wh|θ=0 − wh(µ(·))|θ=0‖W 1/2
2
(R)
is bounded from below by a positive constant.
3 Argument transformations near the set K1
From the results of § 2, it follows that, to prove the Fredholm solvability of the problem with
transformations nonlinear near K1, one has to obtain anew a priori estimates and construct the
right regularizer. To this end, we start by studying some properties of the transformations ωis
near the set K1.
We fix a point g ∈ K1, make, for each j = 1, . . . , N = N(g), the change of variables x 7→
x′(g, j), and consider the transformations ω′jσkqs(y, z) for (y, z) ∈ Vε0(0) = {x ∈ R
n : |x| < ε0}.
The number ε0 is supposed to be small so that Vε0(0) ⊂ Vˆj(0), j = 1, . . . , N . In the sequel, we
shall impose some additional conditions on ε0.
1. Before we proceed to study the transformations ωis, let us prove an auxiliary result, which
will be used for proving a lemma on a representation of ωis in polar coordinates (see Lemma 3.2).
Lemma 3.1. Let h = h(r, z) be a function such that |DkrD
α
z h| ≤ ckα for r ≥ 0, z ∈ R
n−2,
(r2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0. Set f(r, z) = r
−lh(r, z) for some l ∈ N and assume that |f | ≤ c. Then
|Dkrf | ≤ ck for r ≥ 0, z ∈ R
n−2, (r2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0, and any k = 1, 2 . . .
Proof. 1) First, we consider the case where l = 1, that is f(r, z) = r−1h(r, z). By Leibnitz’
formula, we have
∂kf(r, z)
∂rk
=
k∑
s=0
(−1)sk!
(k − s)!
r−s−1
∂k−sh(r, z)
∂rk−s
.
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Expanding ∂
k−sh
∂rk−s
by the Taylor formula near r = 0 and using the boundedness of the derivatives
of h, we obtain
∂kf(r, z)
∂rk
=
k∑
s=0
(−1)sk!
(k − s)!
r−s−1
[
s∑
p=0
1
p!
∂k−s+ph
∂rk−s+p
(0, z)rp +
∂k+1h
∂rk+1
(κrzr, z)r
s+1
]
=
=
k∑
s=0
s∑
p=0
(−1)sk!
(k − s)!p!
∂k−s+ph
∂rk−s+p
(0, z)r−s−1+p +O(1),
where κrz ∈ (0, 1).
Putting p′ = s− p in the last sum and denoting p′ again by p, we get
∂kf(r, z)
∂rk
=
k∑
s=0
s∑
p=0
(−1)sk!
(k − s)!(s− p)!
∂k−ph
∂rk−p
(0, z)r−p−1 +O(1).
Write the coefficient ap(z) at r
−p−1 on the right-hand side of the last identity:
ap(z) =
∂k−ph
∂rk−p
(0, z)
k∑
s=p
(−1)sk!
(k − s)!(s− p)!
=
=
∂k−ph
∂rk−p
(0, z)(−1)p
k−p∑
s=0
k(k − 1) · · · · · (k − (s+ p) + 1)
1
s!
(−1)s, p = 0, . . . , k.
Since |r−1h(r, z)| ≤ c by assumption, we have h(0, z) ≡ 0; therefore, ak(z) ≡ 0. On the other
hand, notice that, for 0 ≤ p < k, we have
0 =
dp
dtp
(t + 1)k
∣∣∣
t=−1
=
(
k−p∑
s=0
k(k − 1) · · · · · (k − (s+ p) + 1)
1
s!
ts
)∣∣∣∣∣
t=−1
=
=
k−p∑
s=0
k(k − 1) · · · · · (k − (s+ p) + 1)
1
s!
(−1)s.
Thus, ap(z) ≡ 0 for all p = 0, . . . , k, and the lemma is proved for l = 1.
2) For l ≥ 2, we use the mathematical induction method. Let the lemma be true for l =
1, . . . , l1 − 1. We claim that it is true for l = l1. We have f = r
−1f1, where f1 = r−(l1−1)h. Since
|f | ≤ c, it follows that |f1| ≤ c, and, therefore, by the inductive assumption (for l = l1 − 1) the
estimate |DkrD
α
z f1| ≤ ckα holds. Applying the inductive assumption once more (now, for l = 1),
we get the conclusion of the lemma for r−1f1, that is, for f = r−l1h.
Now let us proceed to investigate the transformations ωis. The following lemma describes the
structure of ω′jσkqs in cylindrical coordinates. Such a representation turns out to be convenient for
the study of nonlocal problems in weighted spaces.
Lemma 3.2. For sufficiently small ε0, the transformation ω
′
jσkqs(y, z)|Γjσ∩Vε0(0) can be represented
in polar coordinates in the form
(bjσ, r) 7→
(
bkq + Φjσkqs(r, z), χjσkqsr +Rjσkqs(r, z)
)
for (r2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0, (3.1)
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where Φjσkqs(r, z), Rjσkqs(r, z) are infinitely differentiable functions such that
|Φjσkqs| ≤ cε0, |Rjσkqs| ≤ cε0r, (3.2)
|DkrD
α
zΦjσkqs| ≤ ckα, |D
k
rD
α
z (Rjσkqs/r)| ≤ ckα. (3.3)
Here k + |α| ≥ 1; c, ckα > 0 are independent of ε0.
Proof. Let ω′jσkqs(y, z) = (ω
1
jσkqs(y, z), ω
2
jσkqs(y, z)). By condition 1.4, we have ω
i
jσkqs(0, z) ≡ 0
(i = 1, 2); therefore, the Teylor formula near r = 0 implies
ωijσkqs(r cos bjσ, r sin bjσ, z) =
(
∂ωijσkqs
∂y1
(0, z) cos bjσ +
∂ωijσkqs
∂y2
(0, z) sin bjσ
)
r +O(r2). (3.4)
Here O(r2) is a function with absolute values majorized by cr2, where c is independent of r and
z. (To verify this, one should write the remainder of the Teylor formula in Lagrange’s form and
use smoothness of ωijσkqs.) Expanding
∂ωijσkqs
∂y1
(0, z) and
∂ωijσkqs
∂y2
(0, z) by the Teylor formula near
z = 0, from (3.4) we obtain
ωijσkqs =
(
∂ωijσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ +
∂ωijσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ
)
r +O(|z|)r +O(r2). (3.5)
Notice that
∂ω1jσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ +
∂ω1jσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ and
∂ω2jσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ +
∂ω2jσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ are not
simultaneously equal to zero. (This follows from non-degeneracy of the Jacobian of the transfor-
mation (y, z) 7→ (ω′jσkqs(y, z), z) at the origin.) For definiteness, we assume that
∂ω1jσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ +
∂ω1jσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ 6= 0. (3.6)
Hence, by virtue of (3.5),
ω1jσkqs 6= 0 for (r
2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0 (3.7)
with ε0 small enough, and the transformation ω
′
jσkqs|Γjσ∩Vε0 (0) in polar coordinates has the form
(bjσ, r) 7→
arctan ω2jσkqs
ω1jσkqs
+ pil,
√√√√ 2∑
i=1
(ωijσkqs)
2
 , (3.8)
where l = 0 if ω1jσkqs > 0 and ω
2
jσkqs ≥ 0, l = 1 if ω
1
jσkqs < 0, l = 2 if ω
1
jσkqs > 0 and ω
2
jσkqs < 0.
From (3.5) and the Teylor formula, it follows that
arctan
ω2jσkqs
ω1jσkqs
= arctan
∂ω2jσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ+
∂ω2jσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ
∂ω1
jσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ+
∂ω1
jσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ
+O(|z|) +O(r),
√
2∑
i=1
(ωijσkqs)
2 = r
√
2∑
i=1
(
∂ωijσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ +
∂ωijσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ
)2
+O(|z|)r +O(r2).
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Setting
bkq = arctan
∂ω2jσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ +
∂ω2jσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ
∂ω1jσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ +
∂ω1jσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ
+ pil,
χjσkqs =
√√√√ 2∑
i=1
(
∂ωijσkqs
∂y1
(0) cos bjσ +
∂ωijσkqs
∂y2
(0) sin bjσ
)2
,
we get formula (3.1) and inequalities (3.2).
Let us prove the first inequality in (3.3). By (3.7), we have
∣∣∣ω2jσkqsω1jσkqs ∣∣∣ ≤ c for (r2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0.
Therefore, by virtue of (3.1) and (3.8), it suffices to prove that the derivatives DkrD
α
z
ω2jσkqs
ω1jσkqs
are
bounded. Clearly, we have
ω2jσkqs
ω1jσkqs
=
r−1ω2jσkqs
r−1ω1jσkqs
.
From (3.5) and (3.6), it follows that r−1ω1jσkqs 6= 0 for (r
2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0. Hence, it suffices to
prove that
|DkrD
α
z (r
−1ωijσkqs)| = |D
k
r (r
−1Dαz ω
i
jσkqs)| ≤ ckα, i = 1, 2.
But the function Dαz ω
i
jσkqs is infinitely differentiable for (r
2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0; furthermore, since
ωijσkqs(0, z) ≡ 0, we have D
α
z ω
i
jσkqs = O(r). Therefore, |r
−1Dαz ω
i
jσkqs| ≤ cα. Now the conclusion
of the lemma follows from Lemma 3.1.
Similarly, one can prove the second inequality in (3.3). From (3.1) and (3.8), it follows that
Rjσkqs(r, z)
r
=
√√√√ 2∑
i=1
(ωijσkqs)
2
r2
− χjσkqs.
By virtue of (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain
2∑
i=1
(ωijσkqs)
2/r2 6= 0 for (r2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0; therefore, it
suffices to prove that ∣∣∣∣∣DkrDαz
2∑
i=1
(ωijσkqs)
2/r2
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ckα.
But the function Dαz
2∑
i=1
(ωijσkqs)
2 is infinitely differentiable for (r2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0; furthermore,
since ωijσkqs(0, z) ≡ 0, we have D
α
z
2∑
i=1
(ωijσkqs)
2 = O(r2). Hence,
∣∣∣∣Dαz 2∑
i=1
(ωijσkqs)
2/r2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ cα, and the
conclusion of the lemma again follows from Lemma 3.1.
2. Denote δ = min{bj,q+1 − bjq}/2 (j = 1, . . . , N ; q = 1, . . . , Rj), d1 = min{1, χjσkqs}/2,
d2 = 2max{1, χjσkqs}. Let ε0 be so small that
|Φjσkqs| ≤ δ/2, |Rjσkqs| ≤ χjσkqsr/2 for (r
2 + |z|2)1/2 ≤ ε0/d1. (3.9)
The existence of such an ε0 follows from Lemma 3.2.
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We introduce infinitely differentiable functions ζjσ,i(ϕ), ζkq,i(ϕ) such that
ζjσ,i(ϕ) = 1 for |bjσ − ϕ| ≤ δ/2
i+1, ζjσ,i(ϕ) = 0 for |bjσ − ϕ| ≥ δ/2
i,
ζkq,i(ϕ) = ζjσ,i(ϕ− ϕjσkq),
(3.10)
i = 0, . . . , 4. Clearly, ζkq,i(ϕ) = 1 for |bkq − ϕ| ≤ δ/2
i+1, ζkq,i(ϕ) = 0 for |bkq − ϕ| ≥ δ/2
i.
Let us consider the transformation ω˜′jσkqs(y, z) that are given in polar coordinates by
(ϕ, r) 7→ (ϕ+ ϕjσkq + Φjσkqs(r, z), χjσkqsr +Rjσkqs(r, z)). (3.11)
By virtue of Lemma 3.2, we have ω˜′jσkqs(y, z)|Γjσ∩Vε0 (0) = ω
′
jσkqs(y, z)|Γjσ∩Vε0(0); therefore, in
what follows, we can assume that the transformation ω′jσkqs(y, z) is given by (3.11). Notice that
now ω′jσkqs(y, z) may have (in general) a singularity at the origin, since the new transformation
ω′jσkqs(y, z) coincides with the old one ω
′
jσkqs(y, z) only on Γjσ ∩ Vε0(0).
For any function W (y, z), we denote Wˆ (y, z) = W (ω′jσkqs(G
−1
jσkqsy, z), z). By virtue of
Lemma 3.2, ω′jσkqs(G
−1
jσkqsy, z) in polar coordinates has the form
(ϕ, r) 7→ (ϕ+ Φ′jσkqs(r, z), r +R
′
jσkqs(r, z)), (3.12)
where Φ′jσkqs(r, z) = Φjσkqs(χ
−1
jσkqsr, z), R
′
jσkqs(r, z) = Rjσkqs(χ
−1
jσkqsr, z). It is easy to see that
Φ′jσkqs and R
′
jσkqs also satisfy inequalities (3.2), (3.3).
Lemma 3.3. For sufficiently small ε0 and any W ∈ H
l
b(Ωk) with suppW ⊂ Ω¯k ∩ Vε0(0) we have
ζkq,1Wˆ ∈ H
l
b(Ωk) and
‖ζkq,1Wˆ‖Hlb(Ωk) ≤ c‖W‖Hlb(Ωk),
where q = 2, . . . , Rk; c > 0 is independent of W and ε0.
Proof. In the proof, we shall use the following obvious assertion:
W ∈ H lb(Ωk)⇐⇒ D
αW ∈ H0b+|α|−l(Ωk), |α| ≤ l. (3.13)
From formula (3.12) and inequalities (3.9), it follows that the transformation (3.12) maps Vε0(0)∩
{x : |ϕ − bkq| < δ} ∩ Ωk into Ωk for q = 2, . . . , Rk. Furthermore, inequalities (3.2) and (3.3)
imply that, for small ε0, the absolute value of the Jacobian of transformation (3.12) is bounded
and does not vanish in Vε0(0)∩{x : |ϕ− bkq| < δ}∩Ωk. This proves the lemma for l = 0 and ζkq,0
substituted for ζkq,1.
Let us consider functions ζpkq,0 ∈ C
∞
0 (R) (p = 0, . . . , l) such that ζ
0
kq,0 = ζkq,0, ζ
l
kq,0 = ζkq,1,
and ζp−1kq,0(ϕ) = 1 for ϕ ∈ supp ζ
p
kq,0 (p = 1, . . . , l). Let us assume that the lemma is true for
l = p − 1 and ζp−1kq,0 substituted for ζkq,1. We claim that it is true for l = p and ζ
p
kq,0 substituted
for ζkq,1 (p ≥ 1). Indeed, let W ∈ H
p
b (Ωk); then
1
r
∂W
∂ϕ
, ∂W
∂r
, ∂W
∂zξ
∈ Hp−1b (Ωk), ξ = 1, . . . , n− 2.
Therefore, by the inductive assumption, we have ζp−1kq,0
1̂
r
∂W
∂ϕ
, ζp−1kq,0
∂̂W
∂r
, ζp−1kq,0
∂̂W
∂zξ
∈ Hp−1b (Ωk). From
this, relations
1
r
∂Wˆk
∂ϕ
= 1̂r
∂W
∂ϕ
· (1 +
R′jσqks
r ),
∂Wˆk
∂r
= 1̂r
∂W
∂ϕ
· (1 +
R′jσkqs
r ) · r
∂Φ′jσkqs
∂r
+ ∂̂W
∂r
· (1 +
∂R′jσkqs
∂r
),
∂Wˆk
∂zξ
= 1̂r
∂W
∂ϕ
· (1 +
R′jσkqs
r ) · r
∂Φ′jσkqs
∂zξ
+ ∂̂W
∂r
·
∂R′jσkqs
∂zξ
+ ∂̂W
∂zξ
,
(3.14)
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inequalities (3.2), (3.3), and Lemma3 2.1 [27], we get
ζp−1kq,0
1
r
∂Wˆ
∂ϕ
, ζp−1kq,0
∂Wˆ
∂r
, ζp−1kq,0
∂Wˆ
∂zξ
∈ Hp−1b (Ωk). (3.15)
Furthermore, the relation W ∈ Hpb (Ωk), embedding H
p
b (Ωk) ⊂ H
0
b−p(Ωk), and the conclusion of
the lemma for l = 0 imply ζpkq,0Wˆ ∈ H
0
b−p(Ωk). From this, (3.13), and (3.15), it follows that
Dα(ζpkq,0Wˆ ) ∈ H
0
b+|α|−p(Ωk), |α| ≤ p. Once more using (3.13), we complete the proof.
Thus, we proved that the operator W 7→ ζkq,1Wˆ is bounded in H
l
b(Ωk).
Lemma 3.4. For any W ∈ H lb(Ωk) with suppW ⊂ Ω¯k∩Vε0(0) and any multi-index γ, 1 ≤ |γ| ≤ l,
the following inequality holds:
‖ζkq,2D
γWˆ − ζkq,2D̂γW‖Hl−|γ|b (Ωk)
≤ cε0‖W‖Hlb(Ωk), (3.16)
where q = 2, . . . , Rk; c > 0 is independent of W and ε0.
Proof. We introduce functions ζpkq,1 ∈ C
∞
0 (R) (p = 1, . . . , l) such that ζ
1
kq,1 = ζkq,1, ζ
l
kq,1 = ζkq,2,
and ζp−1kq,1(ϕ) = 1 for ϕ ∈ supp ζ
p
kq,1 (p = 2, . . . , l).
Let |γ| = 1; then it suffices to prove inequality (3.16) for the case where the operator Dγ
is replaced by 1r
∂
∂ϕ
, ∂
∂r
, ∂
∂zξ
. Let us consider the operator 1r
∂
∂ϕ
(the other operators can be
considered in the same way). Combining the first relation in (3.14) with Leibniz’ formula, we get∥∥∥∥∥ζ1kq,11r ∂Wˆ∂ϕ − ζ1kq,1 1̂r ∂W∂ϕ
∥∥∥∥∥
2
Hl−1b (Ωk)
=
∥∥∥∥∥ζ1kq,1 1̂r ∂W∂ϕ R
′
jσqks
r
∥∥∥∥∥
2
Hl−1b (Ωk)
≤
≤ k1
∑
|α|≤l−1
∑
|β|≤|α|
∫
Ωk
r2(b+|α|−(l−1))
∣∣∣∣Dα−βR′jσqksr
∣∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣∣Dβ(ζ1kq,1 1̂r ∂W∂ϕ )
∣∣∣∣∣
2
dx.
From this, the last inequality in (3.2), and the last inequality in (3.3), we obtain∥∥∥∥∥ζ1kq,11r ∂Wˆ∂ϕ − ζ1kq,1 1̂r ∂W∂ϕ
∥∥∥∥∥
2
Hl−1b (Ωk)
≤ k2ε
2
0
∥∥∥∥∥ζ1kq,1 1̂r ∂W∂ϕ
∥∥∥∥∥
2
Hl−1b (Ωk)
. (3.17)
Estimate (3.17) and Lemma 3.3 prove the lemma for |γ| = 1 and ζ1kq,1 substituted for ζkq,2.
We assume that the lemma is true for 1 ≤ |γ| ≤ p − 1 and ζp−1kq,1 substituted for ζkq,2. Let us
prove that it is true for |γ| = p and ζpkq,1 substituted for ζkq,2 (p ≥ 2). We have
‖ζpkq,1D
γWˆ − ζpkq,1D̂
γW‖
H
l−|γ|
b (Ωk)
≤ ‖ζpkq,1D
|γ|−1(D1Wˆ )− ζpkq,1D
|γ|−1D̂1W‖
H
l−|γ|
b (Ωk)
+
+ ‖ζpkq,1D
|γ|−1D̂1W − ζpkq,1
̂D|γ|−1(D1W )‖
H
l−|γ|
b (Ωk)
≤ k3(‖ζ
p−1
kq,1D
1Wˆ − ζp−1kq,1D̂1W‖Hl−1b (Ωk)+
+ ‖ζpkq,1D
|γ|−1D̂1W − ζpkq,1
̂D|γ|−1(D1W )‖
H
l−|γ|
b (Ωk)
), (3.18)
3 Lemma 2.1 [27] (and Lemmas 2.2, 3.5, 3.6 [27], see below) is proved by Kondrat’ev for domains with angular
or conical points. However, it is easy to see that it remains true for the domains with edges under consideration.
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where D|γ|−1 and D1 are some derivatives of order |γ| − 1 and 1 respectively. By the inductive
assumption, for each of the two norms on the right-hand side of (3.18), the following estimates
hold:
‖ζp−1kq,1D
1Wˆ − ζp−1kq,1D̂1W‖Hl−1b (Ωk) ≤ k4ε0‖W‖Hlb(Ωk),
‖ζpkq,1D
|γ|−1D̂1W − ζpkq,1
̂D|γ|−1(D1W )‖
H
l−|γ|
b (Ωk)
≤ k5ε0‖D
1W‖Hl−1b (Ωk)
≤ k6ε0‖W‖Hlb(Ωk).
This and (3.18) imply the conclusion of the lemma.
Notice that the multiplier ε0 appears in (3.16) since the minuend and subtrahend both con-
tain the same transformation ω′jσkqs(G
−1
jσkqsy, z), but the minuend is the derivative D
γ of the
transformed function Wˆ while the subtrahend is the transformation of the derivative DγW .
Lemma 3.5. For any Uk ∈ H
l+2m
b (Ωk) with suppUk ⊂ Ω¯k ∩Vε0(0), the following inequality holds:
‖(BjσµkqsUk)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ − (BjσµkqsUk)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ‖Hl+2m−mjσµ−1/2b (Γjσ)
≤
≤ c(ε0‖Uk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
+ ‖ζkq,3Uk − ζkq,3Uˆk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
), (3.19)
where c > 0 is independent of U and ε0.
Proof. Using the boundedness of the trace operator in weighted spaces, we get
‖(BjσµkqsUk)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ − (BjσµkqsUk)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ‖Hl+2m−mjσµ−1/2b (Γjσ)
≤
≤ k1‖ζkq,4BjσµkqsUk − ζkq,4 ̂BjσµkqsUk‖Hl+2m−mjσµb (Ωk)
≤
≤ k1(‖ζkq,4BjσµkqsUk − ζkq,4BjσµkqsUˆk‖Hl+2m−mjσµb (Ωk)
+
+ ‖ζkq,4BjσµkqsUˆk − ζkq,4 ̂BjσµkqsUk‖
H
l+2m−mjσµ
b (Ωk)
). (3.20)
Let us estimate the first norm on the right-hand side of (3.20) as follows:
‖ζkq,4BjσµkqsUk − ζkq,4BjσµkqsUˆk‖
H
l+2m−mjσµ
b (Ωk)
≤ k2‖ζkq,3Uk − ζkq,3Uˆk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
. (3.21)
The second norm on the right-hand side of (3.20) can be estimated with the help of Lemma 3.4:
‖ζkq,4BjσµkqsUˆk − ζkq,4 ̂BjσµkqsUk‖
H
l+2m−mjσµ
b (Ωk)
) ≤ k3ε0‖Uk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
. (3.22)
From (3.20)–(3.22), the conclusion of the lemma follows.
Notice that the right-hand side of (3.19) contains the norm of the difference of the non-
transformed function and the transformed one. To estimate such differences, we need the following
result.
Lemma 3.6. For any W ∈ H1b+1(Ωk) with suppW ⊂ Ω¯k ∩ Vε0(0), the following inequality holds:
‖ζkq,1W − ζkq,1Wˆ‖H0b (Ωk) ≤ cε0‖W‖H1b+1(Ωk). (3.23)
where c > 0 is independent of W and ε0.
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Proof. Writing the arguments of the functions W and Wˆ in cylindrical coordinates, we obtain
‖ζkq,1W − ζkq,1Wˆ‖H0b (Ωk) ≤ ‖ζkq,1W (ϕ, r, z)− ζkq,1W (ϕ+ Φ
′
jσkqs(r, z), r, z)‖H0b (Ωk)+
+ ‖ζkq,1W (ϕ+ Φ
′
jσkqs(r, z), r, z)− ζkq,1W (ϕ+ Φ
′
jσkqs(r, z), r + R
′
jσkqs(r, z), z)‖H0b (Ωk).
(3.24)
Using the Schwartz inequality, we estimate the square of the first norm on the right-hand side
of (3.24):
‖ζkq,1W (ϕ, r, z)− ζkq,1W (ϕ+ Φ
′
jσkqs(r, z), r, z)‖
2
H0b (Ωk)
=
=
∫
Rn−2
dz
∞∫
0
r2br dr
bk2∫
bk1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ζkq,1
ϕ+Φ′jσkqs(r, z)∫
ϕ
∂W
∂ϕ′
dϕ′
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
dϕ ≤
∫
Rn−2
dz
∞∫
0
r2br dr
bk2∫
bk1
|ζkq,1|
2|Φ′jσkqs(r, z)| ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ϕ+Φ′jσkqs(r, z)∫
ϕ
∣∣∣∣∂W∂ϕ′
∣∣∣∣2 dϕ′
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ dϕ.
Taking into account the restrictions on the support of the functions W and ζkq,1 and inequali-
ties (3.9), we can change the order of integration with respect to ϕ and ϕ′; as a result, using (3.2),
we get
‖ζkq,1W (ϕ, r, z)− ζkq,1W (ϕ+ Φ
′
jσkqs(r, z), r, z)‖
2
H0b (Ωk)
≤
≤ k1
∫
Rn−2
dz
∞∫
0
r2br|Φ′jσkqs(r, z)|
2 dr
bk2∫
bk1
∣∣∣∣∂W∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣2 dϕ ≤
≤ k2ε
2
0
∫
Rn−2
dz
∞∫
0
r2(b+1)r dr
bk2∫
bk1
∣∣∣∣1r ∂W∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣2 dϕ ≤ k3ε20‖W‖2H1b+1(Ωk).
Similarly, one can estimate the square of the second norm on the right-hand side of (3.24).
Thus, the multiplier ε0 appears in (3.23) if one increases the order of differentiation by 1. (The
left-hand side of (3.23) contains the norm in H0b (Ωk) while the right-hand side does in H
1
b+1(Ωk).)
This can be explained as follows: unlike in (3.16), in this case one estimates the difference of the
two functions the first one of which does not contain a transformation while the second one does.
4 A priori estimates of solutions
In this section, we prove an a priori estimate for the operator L, which guarantees that its kernel
is of finite dimension and its range is closed.
1. First, we prove an a priori estimate for functions with the support being a subset of some
neighborhood of K1. To this end, we will use the invertibility of the model operators L
G
g , g ∈ K1,
with linear transformations as well as Lemmas 3.3–3.6. Then, in subsection 2 of this section, using
the results of [11] and Lemma 5.2 [12], we will obtain a priori estimates for functions with the
support in the whole of G¯.
We denote Oε(K1) = {x ∈ R
n : dist(x, K1) < ε}.
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Lemma 4.1. Let Conditions 1.1–1.4 hold and, for each g ∈ K1, the operator L
G
g be an isomor-
phism.4 Then there is an ε, 0 < ε < dist(K1, K2 ∪ K3)/2, such that for all u ∈ {u ∈ H
l+2m
b (G) :
supp u ⊂ G¯ ∩ Oε(K1)} the following estimate holds:
‖u‖Hl+2mb (G)
≤ c(‖Lu‖Hlb(G, Υ) + ‖u‖H0b+1−l−2m(G)),
where c > 0 is independent of u.
Using the unity partition method, Leibniz’ formula, Lemma 2.1 [27], and Lemma 1.2 [9], one
can reduce the proof of Lemma 4.1 to the proof of the following result.
Lemma 4.2. Let the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold. Then for each g ∈ K1 there is an ε0 = ε0(g) >
0 such that for any U ∈ {U ∈ H l+2m,Nb (Ω) : suppUj ⊂ Ω¯j ∩ Vε0(0), j = 1, . . . , N = N(g)} the
following inequality holds:
‖U‖Hl+2m,Nb (Ω)
≤ c‖LωgU‖Hl, Nb (Ω)
,
where Vε0(0) = {x ∈ R
n : |x| < ε0}, c > 0 is independent of U .
Proof. Using the invertibility of LGg and Lemma 3.5, for all U ∈ H
l+2m,N
b (Ω) with suppUj ⊂
Ω¯j ∩ Vε0(0) we get
‖U‖Hl+2m,Nb (Ω)
≤ k1‖L
G
gU‖Hl, Nb (Ω)
≤ k2(‖L
ω
gU‖Hl, Nb (Ω)
+
+ ε0‖U‖Hl+2m,Nb (Ω)
+
N∑
k=1
Rk∑
q=2
‖ζqk,3Uk − ζqk,3Uˆk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
). (4.1)
Let us estimate the last norm in (4.1). By Theorem 4.1 [25], we have
‖ζqk,3Uk − ζqk,3Uˆk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
≤ k3(‖Pk(ζkq,3Uk − ζkq,3Uˆk)‖Hlb(Ωk)+
+ ‖ζkq,3Uk − ζkq,3Uˆk‖H0b−l−2m(Ωk)). (4.2)
From Lemma 3.6 and the continuity of the embedding H l+2mb (Ωk) ⊂ H
1
b−l−2m+1(Ωk), it follow that
‖ζkq,3Uk − ζkq,3Uˆk‖H0b−l−2m(Ωk) ≤ k4ε0‖Uk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
. (4.3)
To estimate the first norm on the right-hand side of (4.2), we apply Leibniz’ formula and Lem-
mas 3.3 and 3.4:
‖Pk(ζkq,3Uk − ζkq,3Uˆk)‖Hlb(Ωk) ≤ k5(‖ζkq,3PkUk‖Hlb(Ωk) + ‖ζkq,3PkUˆk‖Hlb(Ωk)+
+
∑
|β|≤2m−1
∑
|γ|=2m−|β|
‖Dγζkq,3D
βUk −D
γζkq,3D
βUˆk‖Hlb(Ωk)) ≤ k6(‖PkUk‖Hlb(Ωk)+
+ ε0‖Uk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
+
∑
|β|≤2m−1
∑
|γ|=2m−|β|
‖Dγζkq,3D
βUk −D
γζkq,3D
βUˆk‖Hlb(Ωk)). (4.4)
4In subsection 5 of § 1, one can find necessary and sufficient condition under which LGg is an isomorphism.
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Since |Dγζkq,3| ≤ k7r
−|γ||ζkq,2|, it follows that∑
|β|≤2m−1
∑
|γ|=2m−|β|
‖Dγζkq,3D
βUk −D
γζkq,3D
βUˆk‖Hlb(Ωk) ≤
≤ k8
∑
|α|≤l+2m−1
‖ζkq,2D
αUk − ζkq,2D
αUˆk‖H0
b+|α|−l−2m
(Ωk) ≤
≤ k9
∑
|α|≤l+2m−1
{‖ζkq,2D
αUk − ζkq,2D̂αUk‖H0
b+|α|−l−2m
(Ωk)+
+ ‖ζkq,2D̂αUk − ζkq,2D
αUˆk‖H0
b+|α|−l−2m
(Ωk)}. (4.5)
Using Lemma 3.6 and the continuity of the embedding H l+2mb (Ωk) ⊂ H
1+|α|
b+1+|α|−l−2m(Ωk) for |α| ≤
l + 2m− 1, we obtain
‖ζkq,2D
αUk − ζkq,2D̂αUk‖H0
b+|α|−l−2m
(Ωk) ≤
≤ k10ε0‖D
αUk‖H1
b+1+|α|−l−2m
(Ωk) ≤ k11ε0‖Uk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
. (4.6)
Similarly, from Lemma 3.4, it follows that
‖ζkq,2D̂αUk − ζkq,2D
αUˆk‖H0
b+|α|−l−2m
(Ωk) ≤ k12ε0‖Uk‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
. (4.7)
Now the conclusion of the lemma follows from (4.1)–(4.7) with sufficiently small ε0.
2. Repeating the proof of Theorem 2.1 [11] and taking into account Lemma 5.2 [12], from
Lemma 4.1 of the present work and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 of [11], we deduce the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold and b > l + 2m − 1. Then, for all u ∈
H l+2mb (G), the following estimate holds:
‖u‖Hl+2mb (G)
≤ c(‖Lu‖Hlb(G, Υ) + ‖u‖H0b+1−l−2m(G)), (4.8)
where c > 0 is independent of u.
By virtue of the compactness of the embedding H l+2mb (G) ⊂ H
0
b+1−l−2m(G) (see
Lemma 3.5 [27]), from Theorem 4.1 it follows that the operator L has a finite-dimensional kernel
and a closed range.
5 Construction of right regularizer
In this section, we construct a right regularizer for L, which, being combined with Theorem 4.1,
allows us to prove the Fredholm solvability of nonlocal boundary-value problem (1.2), (1.3).
1. To begin with, we consider the case where the supports of functions are subsets of a
neighborhood of K1. In this situation, we will use the invertibility of the operators L
G
g , g ∈ K1,
with linear transformations as well as some special constructions “compensating” the nonlinearity
in the argument transformations. Then, in subsection 2 of this section, using the results of [11]
and Lemma 5.2 [12], we will construct the right regularizer in the whole of G.
First of all, let us prove the following auxiliary result.
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Lemma 5.1. Let H, H1, and H2 be Hilbert spaces, A : H → H1 a linear bounded operator,
T0 : H → H2 a linear compact operator. Suppose that, for some ε, c > 0 and all f ∈ H, the
following inequality holds:
‖Af‖H1 ≤ ε‖f‖H + c‖T0f‖H2. (5.1)
Then there are bounded operators M, F : H → H1 such that
A =M+ F ,
where ‖M‖ ≤ 2ε and the operator F is finite-dimensional.
Proof. As is well known (see, e.g., [28, Chapter 5, Section 85]), any compact operator is the limit
of a uniformly convergent sequence of finite-dimensional operators. Therefore, there are bounded
operatorsM0, F0 : H → H2 such that T0 =M0+F0, ‖M0‖ ≤ c
−1ε, and F0 is finite-dimensional.
From this and (5.1), it follows that
‖Af‖H1 ≤ 2ε‖f‖H + c‖F0f‖H2 for all f ∈ H. (5.2)
We denote by ker (F0)
⊥ the orthogonal supplement in H to the kernel of F0. Since the finite-
dimensional operator F0 maps ker (F0)
⊥ onto its range in a one-to-one manner, it follows that
the subspace ker (F0)
⊥ is of finite dimension. Let I denote the unity operator in H and P0 the
orthogonal projector onto ker (F0)
⊥. Obviously, AP0 : H → H1 is a finite-dimensional operator.
Furthermore, since I−P0 is the orthogonal projector onto ker (F0), it follows that F0(I−P0) = 0.
Therefore, substituting in (5.2) the function (I − P0)f for f , we get
‖A(I − P0)f‖H1 ≤ 2ε‖(I − P0)f‖H ≤ 2ε‖f‖H for all f ∈ H.
Denoting M = A(I − P0) and F = AP0 completes the proof.
Now we proceed to construct the right regularizer.
Lemma 5.2. Let the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold. Then, for all sufficiently small ε, 0 < ε <
dist(K1, K2 ∪K3)/2, there are bounded operators R1, M1 and a compact operator T1 acting from
{f ∈ Hlb(G, Υ) : supp f ⊂ G¯ ∩ Oε(K1)} to H
l+2m
b (G), H
l
b(G, Υ), and H
l
b(G, Υ) respectively and
such that
LR1f = f +M1f +T1f,
‖M1f‖Hlb(G, Υ) ≤ cε‖f‖Hlb(G, Υ). Here c > 0 is independent of ε and f .
Using the unity partition method, Leibniz’ formula, and Lemma 2.1 [27], one can reduce the
proof of Lemma 5.2 to the proof of the following result.
Lemma 5.3. Let the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold. Then, for each g ∈ K1 and all sufficiently
small ε1 = ε1(g) > 0, there are bounded operators Rg, Mg and a compact operator Tg acting from
{f ∈ Hl, Nb (Ω, Γ) : supp f ⊂ Vε1(0)} to H
l+2m,N
b (Ω), H
l, N
b (Ω, Γ) and H
l,N
b (Ω, Γ) respectively and
such that
LωgRgf = f +Mgf + Tgf, (5.3)
‖Mgf‖Hlb(G, Γ) ≤ cε1‖f‖Hlb(G, Γ). Here c > 0 is independent of ε1 and f .
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Proof. 1) As before, we denote d1 = min{1, χjσkqs}/2, d2 = 2max{1, χjσkqs}. We choose ε1 <
d1ε0/4, where ε0 is defined in Lemma 4.2. We introduce a function ψε1(x) = ψ(x/ε1), where
ψ ∈ C∞(Rn), ψ(x) = 1 for |x| ≤ 1, ψ(x) = 0 for |x| ≥ 2. It is obvious that ψε1 ∈ C
∞(Rn),
ψε1(x) = 1 for |x| ≤ ε1, ψε1(x) = 0 for |x| ≥ 2ε1. Since |D
αψε1 | ≤ cαr
−|α|, from Lemma 2.1 [27] it
follows that
‖ψε1v‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
≤ c‖v‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
for all v ∈ H l+2mb (Ωk), (5.4)
where c > 0 is independent of ε1. Moreover, we assume that ψε1 , being written in cylindrical
coordinates, does not depend on ϕ.
Put f0 = {fj}, g = {gjσµ}, {f0, g} = {fj, gjσµ}.
By assumption, the operator LGg : H
l+2m,N
b (Ω) → H
l,N
b (Ω, Γ) has a bounded inverse (L
G
g )
−1 :
Hl,Nb (Ω, Γ)→ H
l+2m,N
b (Ω). Therefore, we can introduce the operators
R1 : H
l,N
b (Ω)→ H
l+2m,N
b (Ω), R2 : H
l, N
b (Γ)→ H
l+2m,N
b (Ω)
given by
R1f0 = ψε1(L
G
g )
−1{f0, 0}, R2g = ψε1(L
G
g )
−1{0, g},
where Hl, Nb (Γ) =
∏
j, σ, µ
H
l+2m−mjσµ−1/2
b (Γjσ). Thus, the supports of R1f0 and R2g are subsets of
the ball of radius 2ε1 centered at the origin.
Let us introduce the operators
P : H l+2m,Nb (Ω)→ H
l,N
b (Ω),
BG , Bω : H l+2m,Nb (Ω)→H
l, N
b (Γ)
given by
PU = {PjUj}, B
GU = {BGjσµU}, B
ωU = {BωjσµU}.
Now we establish a relation between the operators P, BG , Bω and R1, R2. To this end, we will
use the following well-known property of weighted spaces (see Lemma 3.5 [27]): (∗) the embedding
operator from {v ∈ H l+1b (Ωj) : supp v ⊂ Vd(0), d > 0} into H
l
b(Ωj) is compact.
From Leibniz’ formula, the boundedness of suppψε1, and property (∗), it follows that
PR1f0 = ψε1f0 + T1f0, PR2g = T2g, (5.5)
where T1 : H
l,N
b (Ω)→ H
l,N
b (Ω) and T2 : H
l,N
b (Γ)→ H
l,N
b (Ω) are compact operators. Similarly,
BGR2g = ψε1g+
+
{∑
k, q, s
(ψε1(χjσkqsx)− ψε1(x))(Bjσµkqs[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ
}
+ T3g, (5.6)
where T3 is a compact operator in H
l,N
b (Γ); here and in what follows, we denote by [·]k the kth
component of an N -dimensional vector and by {. . . } a vector with the components defined by the
indices j, σ, µ.
Let us show that each term in the sum in (5.6) is a compact operator. Let ζkq,i be the functions
defined by formulas (3.10). We also introduce the functions ψˆ0, ψˆ1 ∈ C
∞
0 (R
n) such that
ψˆ1(x) = 1 for 2d1ε1 ≤ |x| ≤ d2ε1, ψˆ1(x) = 0 outside d1ε1 ≤ |x| ≤ 2d2ε1,
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ψˆ0(x) = 1 for d1ε1 ≤ |x| ≤ 2d2ε1, ψˆ0(x) = 0 outside d1ε1/2 ≤ |x| ≤ 4d2ε1.
Then, by virtue of the boundedness of the trace operator in weighted spaces, we have
‖(ψε1(χjσkqsx)− ψε1(x))(Bjσµkqs[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ‖Hl+2m−mjσµ−1/2b (Γjσ)
≤
≤ k2‖ζkq,2(ψε1(x)− ψε1(χ
−1
jσkqsx))Bjσµkqs[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k‖
H
l+2m−mjσµ
b (Ωk)
≤
≤ k3‖ζkq,1ψˆ1[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k‖Hl+2mb (Ωk). (5.7)
Since the support of ψˆ1 is bounded and does not intersect with the origin and ζkq,1 vanishes near
the sides of the angle Ωk, we can apply Theorem 5.1 [23, Chapter 2]. Then, using the relation
Pk[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k = 0, from (5.7) we get
‖(ψε1(χjσkqsx)− ψε1(x))(Bjσµkqs[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ‖Hl+2m−mjσµ−1/2b (Γjσ)
≤
≤ k4‖ψˆ0[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k‖Hl+2m−1b (Ωk).
Since the support of ψˆ0 is bounded, from the last inequality and property (∗) it follows that{∑
k, q, s
(ψε1(χjσkqsx)− ψε1(x))(Bjσµkqs[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ
}
is a compact operator acting in Hl,Nb (Γ). Combining this with (5.6) yields
BGR2g = ψε1g + T4g, (5.8)
where T4 is a compact operator acting in H
l,N
b (Γ).
Finally, from (5.8), we obtain the formula for the composition BωR2:
BωR2g = ψε1g + T4g+
+
{∑
k, q, s
(
(Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ − (Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ
)}
. (5.9)
2) Let us introduce the operator Rg : H
l,N
b (Ω, Γ)→ H
l+2m,N
b (Ω) given by
Rg{f0, g} = R1f0 −R
′
2B
ωR1f0 +R2g.
Here R′2 : H
l, N
b (Γ)→ H
l+2m,N
b (Ω) is the bounded operator given by
R′2g = ψε1(d1x/2)(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}.
Similarly to (5.5) and (5.9), one can prove that
PR′2g = T
′
2g, (5.10)
BωR′2g = ψε1(d1x/2)g + T
′
4g+
+
{∑
k, q, s
(
(Bjσµkqs[R
′
2g]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ − (Bjσµkqs[R
′
2g]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ
)}
, (5.11)
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where T ′2 , T
′
4 are compact operators acting in the same spaces as the operators T2, T4 do.
Let us show that the operator Rg satisfies relation (5.3). From (5.5) and (5.10), it follows that
PRg{f0, g} = ψε1f0 + T5{f0, g}, (5.12)
where T5 : H
l,N
b (Ω, Γ)→ H
l,N
b (Ω) is a compact operator.
Taking into account that ψε1(d1x/2)B
ωR1f0 ≡ B
ωR1f0 and using (5.11), we derive
BωRg{f0, g} = B
ωR1f0 − B
ωR′2B
ωR1f0 + B
ωR2g =
= −T ′4B
ωR1f0 −
{∑
k, q, s
(
(Bjσµkqs[R
′
2B
ωR1f0]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ−
− (Bjσµkqs[R
′
2B
ωR1f0]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ
)}
+ BωR2g.
From this, using (5.9), we obtain
BωRgg = ψε1g + T6{f0, g}+
+
{∑
k, q, s
(
(Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ − (Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ
)}
−
−
{∑
k, q, s
(
(Bjσµkqs[R
′
2B
ωR1f0]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ−
− (Bjσµkqs[R
′
2B
ωR1f0]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ
)}
, (5.13)
where T6 : H
l,N
b (Ω, Γ)→H
l,N
b (Γ) is a compact operator.
Let us consider the terms of the first sum on the right-hand side of (5.13). By Lemma 3.5, we
have
‖(Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ−
− (Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ‖Hl+2m−mjσµ−1/2b (Γjσ)
≤ k5(ε1‖[R2g]k‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
+
+ ‖ζkq,3[R2g]k − ζkq,3[̂R2g]k‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
). (5.14)
From inequalities (4.2)–(4.7) for the function Uk = [R2g]k, inequality (5.14), and the second
relation in (5.5), we obtain
‖(Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ−
− (Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ‖Hl+2m−mjσµ−1/2b (Γjσ)
≤
≤ k6(ε1‖[R2g]k‖Hl+2mb (Ωk)
+ ‖Pk[R2g]k‖Hlb(Ωk)) =
= k6(ε1‖ψε1[(L
G
g )
−1{0, g}]k‖Hl+2mb (Ωk) + ‖[T2g]k‖Hlb(Ωk)).
This, being combined with inequality (5.4) and the boundedness of the operator (LGg )
−1 :
Hl,Nb (Ω, Γ)→ H
l+2m,N
b (Ω), finally implies
‖(Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ−
− (Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ‖Hl+2m−mjσµ−1/2b (Γjσ)
≤
≤ k7(ε1‖g‖Hl,Nb (Γ) + ‖[T2g]k‖Hlb(Ωk)). (5.15)
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Therefore, by Lemma 5.1, we have
(Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(ω
′
jσkqs(y, z), z)|Γjσ − (Bjσµkqs[R2g]k)(Gjσkqsy, z)|Γjσ =
=Mjσµkqsg + Fjσµkqsg
with the operators
Mjσµkqs, Fjσµkqs : H
l,N
b (Γ)→ H
l+2m−mjσµ−1/2
b (Γjσ)
such that ‖Mjσµkqs‖ ≤ 2k7ε1 and the operator Fjσµkqs is finite-dimensional.
Analogously, one can prove that each term of the second sum on the right-hand side of (5.13)
can be represented as the sum of an operator with small norm and a compact one. From this,
(5.13), and (5.12), choosing supp {f0, g} ⊂ Vε1(0), we get the conclusion of the lemma.
2. Now we can prove that, under certain conditions, the operator L : H l+2mb (G)→ H
l
b(G, Υ)
is Fredholm.
Theorem 5.1. Let the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold and b > l + 2m − 1. Then the operator
L : H l+2mb (G)→ H
l
b(G, Υ) is Fredholm.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 4.1 of the present paper and Theorems 7.1, 15.2 [29], it suffices to
construct a right regularizer R for L.
Repeating the arguments of [11, § 3] and taking into account Lemma 5.2 [12], from Lemma 5.2
of the present paper we deduce the existence of bounded operators
R′ : Hlb(G, Υ)→ H
l+2m
b (G),
M, T : Hlb(G, Υ)→H
l
b(G, Υ)
such that
LR′ = I+M+T,
where ‖M‖ < 1 and the operator T is compact. Since ‖M‖ < 1, it follows that the operator
I + M has a bounded inverse. Obviously, the operator R = R′(I + M)−1 is a right regularizer
for L.
3. Until now, we assumed that b > l+2m−1. In this subsection, using results of [9], we study
the case where b is arbitrary but n = 2. As mentioned before, if b is arbitrary, we have to consider
solutions and right-hand sides of the nonlocal problem as functions with power singularities not
only near the set K1 but also near K2 and K3. This corresponds to the consistency conditions
(see § 1).
Thus, let n = 2. We introduce the space H˜ lb(G) as the completion of C
∞
0 (G¯ \ K) with respect
to the norm
‖u‖Hlb(G) =
∑
|α|≤l
∫
G
ρ˜2(b−l+|α|)|Dαu|2dy
1/2 ,
where ρ˜ = ρ˜(y) = dist(y, K) (cf. § 1). For l ≥ 1, we denote by H˜
l−1/2
b (Υ) the space of traces on a
smooth curve Υ ⊂ G¯ with the norm
‖ψ‖
H˜
l−1/2
b (Υ)
= inf ‖u‖H˜lb(G)
(u ∈ H˜ lb(G) : u|Υ = ψ).
We assume that the following condition holds.
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Condition 5.1. If g ∈ K3 ∩ ωis(Υi) 6= ∅, then ω
−1
is (g) ∈ K.
The fulfillment of Condition 5.1 guarantees that the set of points in which the consistency
condition must be imposed is finite. If Condition 5.1 fails, then the consecutive shifts of the set
K1 (under the transformations ωis and ω
−1
is ) may form an infinite set, which should be used instead
of K in the definition of weighted spaces.
In this subsection, we consider the following bounded operator corresponding to problem5 (1.2),
(1.3):
L = {P(y, D), Biµ(y, D)} : H˜
l+2m
b (G)→ H˜
l
b(G)×
N0∏
i=1
m∏
µ=1
H˜
l+2m−miµ−1/2
b (Υi), b ∈ R.
Since solutions and right-hand sides of the nonlocal problem may now have power singularities
near the points of K2 and K3, we have to consider the model problems corresponding to these
points in weighted spaces but not in the Sobolev spaces.
We fix a point g ∈ K2∪K3. Let y 7→ y
′(g) be a non-degenerate infinitely differentiable argument
transformation mapping some neighborhood V(g) of the point g onto a neighborhood Vg(0) of the
origin, so that the point g maps to the origin. We denote by P(Dy), Biµ0(Dy) the principal
homogeneous parts of the operators P(g, D), Biµ0(g, D) written in new coordinates y
′ = y′(g)
(with after-denoting y′ by y). Now we write the operators P(Dy), Biµ0(Dy) in polar coordinates:
P(Dy) = r
−2mP˜(ϕ, Dϕ, rDr), Biµ0(Dy) = r−miµB˜iµ0(ϕ, Dϕ, rDr).
If g ∈ K2, then g ∈ Υi for some i = i(g). By virtue of the smoothness of Υi, in a sufficiently
small neighborhood V(g) of g there is a non-degenerate infinitely smooth argument transformation
y 7→ y′ = y′(g) mapping V(g) ∩ G onto the intersection of the half-plane R2+ = {y : |ϕ| < pi/2}
with a neighborhood of Vg(0). Let us introduce the bounded operator
Lg : H
l+2m
b (Kpi/2)→ H
l
b(Kpi/2)×
2∏
j=1
m∏
µ=1
H
l+2m−miµ−1/2
b (γj)
given by
LgU = {P(Dy)U, Biµ0(Dy)U |γj},
where Kpi/2 = {y : |ϕ| < pi/2}, γj = {y : ϕ = (−1)
jpi/2}, j = 1, 2. We also introduce the bounded
operator
L˜g(λ) : W
l+2m
2 (−pi/2, pi/2)→W
l
2[−pi/2, pi/2] = W
l
2(−pi/2, pi/2)× C
2m
given by
L˜g(λ)U˜ = {P˜(ϕ, Dϕ, λ)U˜(ϕ), B˜iµ0(ϕ, Dϕ, λ)U˜(ϕ)|ϕ=(−1)jpi/2}, j = 1, 2.
If g ∈ K3, we introduce the bounded operator
Lg = P(Dy) : H
l+2m
b (R
2)→ H lb(R
2).
Let us also introduce the bounded operator
L˜g(λ) = P˜(ϕ, Dϕ, λ) : W
l+2m
2,2pi (0, 2pi)→ W
l
2,2pi(0, 2pi),
5Notice that equation (1.2) is now considered in G \ K3 but not in the whole of G.
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where W l2,2pi(0, 2pi) is the closure of the set of infinitely differentiable 2pi-periodic functions in
W l2(0, 2pi).
From [27, § 1] and [9, § 1], it follows that for each g ∈ K2 ∪ K3 there is a finite-meromorphic
operator-valued function L˜−1g (λ) such that (I) its poles, maybe with the exception of finitely many
of them, belong to a double angle of opening <pi, containing the imaginary axis, and (II) for a λ
which is not a pole of L˜−1g (λ), the operator L˜
−1
g (λ) is the bounded inverse for L˜g(λ).
From Theorem 1.1 [27] and results of [9, § 1], it follows that the operator Lg is an isomorphism
if and only if the line Imλ = b+ 1− l − 2m contains no poles of L˜−1g (λ).
Theorem 5.2. Let Conditions 1.1–1.4 and 5.1 hold. Suppose that b ∈ R is such that for all g ∈ K1
the operator LGg is an isomorphism and for all g ∈ K2 ∪ K3 the operator Lg is an isomorphism.
Then the operator L : H˜ l+2mb (G)→ H˜
l
b(G, Υ) is Fredholm.
Proof. Notice that Lemmas 4.1 and 5.2 are true for any b ∈ R for which the operators LGg ,
g ∈ K1, are isomorphisms. Therefore, using Lemmas 4.1 and 5.2, analogously to the proof of
Theorem 3.4 [9], we can obtain an a priori estimate (4.8) (in the spaces H˜ lb( · )) and construct a
right regularizer.
6 Index stability for nonlocal elliptic problems
In this section, we study an influence of the transformations ωis upon the index of nonlocal
elliptic problems. We show that the index of the problem is determined by the linear part of the
transformations ωis in a neighborhood of K1. Notice that, in the case where the support
⋃
i, s
ωis(Υ¯i)
of nonlocal terms does not intersect with the set K1 consisting of the points of conjugation of
nonlocal conditions, the index stability for the corresponding problem was proved in [15].
1. Parallel to problem (1.2), (1.3), we consider the following problem:
P(x, D)u = f0(x) (x ∈ G), (6.1)
Bˆiµ(x, D)u ≡
Sˆi∑
s=0
(Bˆiµs(x, D)u)(ωˆis(x))|Υi = giµ(x)
(x ∈ Υi; i = 1, . . . , N0; µ = 1, . . . , m).
(6.2)
Here P(x, D), Bˆiµ0(x, D) = Biµ0(x, D) are the same
6 differential operators as those in § 1,
Bˆiµs(x, D) (s = 1, . . . , Sˆi) are some differential operators of orders miµ with complex-valued
C∞-coefficients; ωˆis (i = 1, . . . , N0; s = 1, . . . , Sˆi) are infinitely differentiable non-degenerate
transformations mapping some neighborhood Oi of the manifold Υi onto ωˆis(Oi) so that ωˆis(Υi) ⊂
G; ωi0(x) ≡ x. We assume that the set
Kˆ =
{⋃
i
(Υ¯i \Υi)
}
∪
{⋃
i, s
ωˆis(Υ¯i \Υi)
}
∪
{⋃
j, p
⋃
i, s
ωˆjp(ωˆis(Υ¯i \Υi) ∩Υj)
}
6It suffices that only the principal homogeneous parts of the operatorsP(x, D) and Bˆiµ0(x, D) from this section
and those from § 1 coincide. But, for simplicity, we assume that junior terms of the corresponding operators also
coincide.
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can be represented in the form Kˆ =
3⋃
j=1
Nˆj⋃
p=1
Kˆjp, where
Kˆ1 =
Nˆ1⋃
p=1
Kˆ1p = ∂G \
N0⋃
i=1
Υi, Kˆ2 =
Nˆ2⋃
p=1
Kˆ2p ⊂
N0⋃
i=1
Υi, Kˆ3 =
Nˆ3⋃
p=1
Kˆ3p ⊂ G
(cf. (1.1)). Here Kˆjp are disjoint (n− 2)-dimensional C
∞-manifolds without a boundary (points if
n = 2); moreover, Nˆ1 = N1, Kˆ1p = K1p, p = 1, . . . , N1.
Let the transformations ωˆis satisfy Conditions 1.3 and 1.4. Furthermore, we assume that
the operators Bˆiµs(x, D) and the transformations ωˆis (s = 1, . . . , Sˆi) are such that for each
g ∈ Kˆ1 = K1 the operator L
ωˆ
g (which is defined similarly to the operator L
ω
g from § 1) equals the
operator LGg defined in § 1.
Thus, ωˆis is a linear part of ωis in a neighborhood of K1.
We introduce the bounded operator corresponding to nonlocal problem (6.1), (6.2):
Lˆ = {P(x, D), Bˆiµ(x, D)} : H
l+2m
b (G)→H
l
b(G, Υ).
Theorem 6.1. Let the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold and b > l + 2m − 1. Then the operators
L, Lˆ : H l+2mb (G)→H
l
b(G, Υ) are Fredholm and indL = ind Lˆ.
Proof. We consider the operator Lt : H
l+2m
b (G)→H
l
b(G, Υ) given by
Ltu = {P(x, D)u, Biµ(x, D) + t(Bˆiµ(x, D)−Biµ(x, D))}.
Obviously, L0 = L, L1 = Lˆ.
In a neighborhood ofK1, the transformations ωis and ωˆis coincide up to infinitesimals; therefore,
by Theorem 5.1, the operators Lt are Fredholm for all t. Furthermore, for all t0 and t, we have
‖Ltu− Lt0u‖Hlb(G, Υ) ≤ kt0|t− t0| · ‖u‖Hl+2mb (G),
where kt0 > 0 is independent of t ∈ [0, 1]. Hence, by Theorem 16.2 [29], we have indLt = indLt0
for all t from some small neighborhood of t0. These neighborhoods cover the segment [0, 1].
Choosing a finite subcovering, we get indL = indL0 = indL1 = ind Lˆ.
Analogously to the above, using Theorem 5.2 instead of Theorem 5.1, one can prove the index
stability for nonlocal problem (1.2), (1.3) in the case where n = 2, b ∈ R.
Let us suppose that Nˆj = Nj , Kˆjp = Kjp, j = 1, 2, 3, p = 1, . . . , Nj .
Theorem 6.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 5.2 hold. Then the operators L, Lˆ : H˜ l+2mb (G) →
H˜lb(G, Υ) are Fredholm and indL = ind Lˆ.
2. In this subsection, we present another proof of Theorem 6.2, based upon ideas of [15].
(Notice that, using Lemma 5.2 [12], one can similarly prove Theorem 6.1.) The proof given
below is more complicated; however it makes clear the phenomenon—why index of the operator is
completely determined by the linear part of the transformations ωis in a neighborhood of K1. We
show that if the operators L and Lˆ are both Fredholm, then the restriction of their difference to
the kernel ker (P) ⊂ H˜ l+2mb (G) of the operator P = P(y, D) (we remind that x = y if n = 2)
can be “reduced” to the sum of an operator with an arbitrary small norm and an operator the
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square of which is compact. The first operator appears at the expense of the nonlinear part of
the transformations ωis near K1 while the second one appears at the expense of transformations
originating the sets K2 and K3 (see § 1). Notice that this “reduction” does not contradict the
example of § 2 since the “reduction” procedure contains projecting to the subspace ker (P) of
infinite codimension. By the same reason, the considerations below do not prove that the operator
Lˆ is Fredholm whenever L is Fredholm (or vice versa). The only thing they imply is that indL =
ind Lˆ whenever we are a priori aware of L and Lˆ being both Fredholm.
Thus, let us proceed to the alternative proof of Theorem 6.2.
1) We introduce the operators
B, Bˆ : H˜ l+2mb (G)→ H˜
l
b(∂G) =
N0∏
i=1
m∏
µ=1
H˜
l+2m−miµ−1/2
b (Υi)
given by B = {Biµ(y, D)}, Bˆ = {Bˆiµ(y, D)}. We denote by C, Cˆ the restrictions of the
operators B, Bˆ to the subspace ker (P) ⊂ H˜ l+2mb (G). By Theorem 5.1, the operators L, Lˆ are
Fredholm. Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 1.1 [15], the operators C, Cˆ are also Fredholm. Now,
to prove Theorem 6.2, it suffices to show that indC = ind Cˆ.
2) We denote by C1, Cˆ1 the restrictions of C, Cˆ to the subspace ker (C)⊥ ⊂ ker (P). It is
obvious that C1 = CI0, Cˆ
1 = CˆI0, where I0 : ker (C)
⊥ → ker (P) is the operator of embedding of
ker (C)⊥ into ker (P). Clearly, we have dim ker (I0) = 0, codimR(I0) = dimker (C) = m0 < ∞.
Therefore, from Theorem 12.2 [29], it follows that
indC1 = indC+ ind I0 = indC−m0,
ind Cˆ1 = ind Cˆ+ ind I0 = ind Cˆ−m0.
Thus, it suffices to prove that indC1 = ind Cˆ1.
3) We denote by P⊥ the operator that orthogonally projects H˜lb(∂G) onto R(C
1)⊥. Since
codimR(C1) <∞, it follows that the operator P⊥ is finite-dimensional. Therefore, we have
ind Cˆ1 = ind
(
C1 + (I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1)
)
.
Hence, it suffices to prove that
indC1 = ind
(
C1 + (I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1)
)
.
Since C1u, C1u+ (I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1)u ∈ R(C1) for u ∈ ker (C)⊥, we may regard C1, C1 + (I−
P⊥)(Cˆ1−C1) as the operators acting from ker (C)⊥ into R(C1). In this case, the indices of these
operators increase the same number m1 = codimR(C
1).
Evidently, the operatorC1 : ker (C)⊥ →R(C1) has the bound inverse R1 = (C1)−1 : R(C1)→
ker (C)⊥ and indC1 = 0. By Theorem 12.2 [29], we have
ind
(
C1 + (I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1)
)
= ind
(
I+R1(I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1)
)
.
It remains to show that ind
(
I+R1(I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1)
)
= 0.
4) Let us introduce a function ψε ∈ C
∞
0 (R
2) such that ψε(y) = 1 for y ∈ Oε/2(K), ψε(y) = 0
for y /∈ Oε(K), and
|Dαψε(y)| ≤ kα(ρ˜(y))
−|α| (y ∈ Oε(K)), (6.3)
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where kα > 0 is independent of ε.
We consider the operators A1, A2 : ker (C)
⊥ → ker (C)⊥ given by
A1u = R1(I−P⊥)(Bˆ−B)ψεu,
A2u = R1(I−P⊥)(Bˆ−B)(1− ψε)u.
It is clear that I+A1 +A2 = I+R1(I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1). Since the support of (1− ψε)u does not
intersect with the origin, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 [15] that the operator (A2)
2 is
compact.
Let us study the operator A1. Since the operator R1(I−P⊥) is bounded, it follows that
‖A1u‖H˜l+2mb (G)
≤ c‖(Bˆ−B)ψεu‖H˜lb(∂G).
From this, using the unity partition method and estimates (4.2)–(4.7), followed by (6.3), we obtain
‖A1u‖H˜l+2mb (G)
≤ c1(ε‖ψεu‖H˜l+2mb (G)
+ ‖Pψεu‖H˜lb(G)
) + k1(ε)‖u‖H˜l+2m−1b (G)
≤
≤ c2(ε‖u‖H˜l+2mb (G)
+ ‖Pψεu‖H˜lb(G)
) + k1(ε)‖u‖H˜l+2m−1b (G)
. (6.4)
Since u ∈ ker (P), from (6.4) and Leibniz’ formula, we get
‖A1u‖H˜l+2mb (G)
≤ c2ε‖u‖H˜l+2mb (G)
+ k2(ε)‖u‖H˜l+2m−1b (G)
, (6.5)
where c2 is independent of ε. From (6.5), the compactness of the embedding H˜
l+2m
b (G) ⊂
H˜ l+2m−1b (G), and Lemma 5.1, it follows that A1 = M1+F1, where ‖M1‖ ≤ 2c2ε and the operator
F1 is finite-dimensional.
Thus, we have R1(I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1) = M1 + F1 +A2. Therefore, choosing sufficiently small
ε, we obtain from Theorems 15.4 and 16.2 [29] that ind
(
I+R1(I−P⊥)(Cˆ1 −C1)
)
= 0.
The author is very grateful to A. L. Skubachevskii for the statement of the problem and
attention to this work.
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